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THE BEST of

BECI

INTERNATIONAL

[1] THE BEST TEACHERS

LANGUAGE

BECI academy is connected to TESLA, a training group focused on the ESL teacher’s develop-

ACADEMY

ment. TESLA’s president is the department head of the Training and Curriculum department
in BECI. This assures a supply of competent teachers to BECI. It also gives BECI teachers an

BECI Language Academy continuous its success story in the ESL field in its new Home where

edge because while they are in BECI, they will receive ongoing training.

it will continue its 15 years of excellent and quality ESL education.
[2] THE BEST ENVIRONMENT & FACILITY
Recently, BECI successfully upgraded its academic infrastructure and completed modernizing

The most beautiful academy in Baguio. BECI boasts a conducive place for learning. Modern

its physical facilities in support of the most idealistic language academy.

facilities, serene environment and location - overlooking a panoramic view of Baguio's Pristine

We have perfectly equipped the academy with infrastructures geared toward assuring the

Mountains. BECI has it all!

best performance of students. These include continuous TESOL training program for teachers, general personnel changes, and reorganization of graduate programs.

[3] THE BEST STUDENT SUPPORT AND BACKUP : BECI EDUCARE

We have also modernized our dormitory, academic building, community facilities, and all our

What is EDUCARE?

institute’s equipment. All these things speak of BECI Language Academy’s strength.

EDUCARE is an online monitoring system accessible to the student, the agency and their
parents/guardians. Their complete academic records, student’s progress report, SP video
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After training in BECI language academy, we hope that all of the students would not only

recordings etc. are found in one place. This would help the student know what their improve-

improve their linguistic ability but also remember BECI Language Academy as a warm and

ments are and what else is needed for improvement. This allows managing of students more

remote place with beautiful memories.

systematic and efficient both for BECI and their agencies.
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PHILIPPINES BAGUIO

PHILIPPINES

BAGUIO

Hundred Island Hoping Tour

Riding Horse Experience

San Fernando

Baguio Flower Festival

Philippines
Capital City: Manila
Language: English, Tagalog
Population: about 107,868,231,
Exchange Rate: Php1=$0.022
Time Difference: GMT/UTC + 08:00 hour
Temperature: National 14.5~38°C
(Statistics: September , 2016 Standard)

Baguio
Location: Chief city in Northern Luzon,highland
of 1,500m elevation, 224km 		
northwards from Manila
Population: about 360,000
The average temperature of the year 13~20°C
(Statistics: September , 2016 Standard)
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Baguio Camp John Hay
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The Best Language Training Place

High Level of English
Baguio City was developed as a resort city for the American soldiers. The city’s architect was Daniel Burnham, who

WHY
PHILIPPINES ?

also designed Washington, D.C. As a prime destination for American soldiers, the American culture and language
has seeped into life of Baguio people which led to the adoption of English as the first language to some and second language to many.

Safe city, Baguio City
“The taxi drivers in Baguio City never intend to keep their change as tip!” this is a sentence repeated over and over
by people who came to Baguio City for language training. Baguio people are simple yet optimistic and are very
friendly to foreigners. Baguio City is known to be a city of education, rest and leisure, and recognized by domestic
and foreign tourists as the safest city in the Philippines. The Presidential Mansion, Philippine Military Academy,
Country Club Golf Course, Club John Hay, and Burnham Park are some of the tourist destinations in the city.

Educational Environment
Baguio city boasts a cool temperature the whole year round – quite similar to Korea’s Spring and Autumn temperature. This kind of temperature is the ideal and the most conducive-to-learning temperature.

Foreigners’ Beloved City of Activities
Baguio City is surrounded by equally famous tourist destinations: San Fernando beach, a global surfing point
where Americans and Europeans love to visit, is an hour away north of Baguio; Banaue (Rice Terraces) known as
Eighth Wonder of the World; Sagada where you can experience caving and trekking and be immersed with the
Cordillera Culture and Tradition; Hundred Islands known for its hundred island formation and beautiful beaches.
Since there are various kind of exotic activity you may enjoy, it is easy to find somewhere you can rest whenever
you need.

Traditional Education City of Philippines
Baguio City is an education hub. It is a host to 10 prime universities, three medical colleges, the Philippine Military
Academy and an array of Language Academies. BECI Language Academy provides the highest quality of 1:1 class
with carefully selected and trained teachers, located at a prime location in the city.
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BECI'S NEW STORY

BECI,
New BECI STORY
REASONS TO STICK TO BECI LANGUAGE ACADEMY
Educational Program

1

We have been conducting the ‘SP program’ (Speaking Prescription) that carefully processes errors and provides
intervention in expressions, vocabularies, and grammar that students utter. SP also concentrates on pronunciation remediation under the ‘Rehab Program.’ These programs are known as BECI’s proud strengths where

BECI Airview

students improve their English language and gain their own experiences of quality language training in the
Philippines.

2

Best Facilities
BECI’s academic building, dormitory, and community facilities were built by authorized Korean architects. These
facilities are furnished with modern equipment. The lounge in the fifth floor of the dormitory building is furnished with a floor-to-ceiling glass window that features panoramic view of nature. The lounge has a cafeteria
where students can dine, relax, and rest.

3

Nationality Ratio
35% of the population of BECI Language Academy are Japanese, Taiwanese, Chinese, Thai, Vietnamese, and
etc. With these various nationalities, classes take an international composition necessarily adopting an exciting
and meaningful interaction among students.

Student Integrated Management System ( Edu Care System )

4

The EDUCARE System is the brainchild of BECI. BECI is the only academy with this management system. Enrolling in BECI would automatically put students in the EDUCARE database. The records include academic progress

Academic, dormitory, and community building have taken place alongside in more than 33061m² of wide land. Moving to other buildings

reports, SP video recordings, attendance etc.

takes 30 seconds walking distance, and convenient facilities are located inside and outside of the building.

Visit our website for more details.
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BECI ‘s Academic Building with Strictly Created
Educational Atmosphere

Beyond Your Imagination

Academic
Building

Dormitory
Building

Facility Information

Academic building is where all classes take place - 1:1 class, group class, night class, and etc.

ACADEMIC
BUILDING

Dormitory building is where BECI lounge is located for students to study freely and rest. The
5th floor where BECI lounge is located has cafeteria, internet connection, and a wonderful
view of Green Valley’s Environment.

Community building is where BECI offices are located: BECI Management, Educational Af-

Community
Building

fairs and Accommodation Services. Visa and Immigration matters are also taken care of in this
building. In addition, The same building also houses the SPEAK-UP room where students can
practice speaking aloud, Speaking Prescription Center, and the Rehab Center.

Within and around the campus grounds are the external facilities, sports facilities such as

Others

walk way, badminton, basketball, table tennis court and convenient facilities such as BBQ

A

spot, massage shop are located.

B

C

D
A Group Class
9

BECI Lounge Terrace

B Group Class Room C 1:1 Class 1 D 1:1 Class 2

E
E 1:1 Class Room
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DORMITORY
& LOUNGE
Dormitory of BECI Language Academy is built with high-class construction materials
that all the facilities including thermal insulation are great enough, and the best hot
water plumbing system in the Philippines is equipped. Also the interior is designed
by Korean architect for modern environment. It is easy to move from dormitory
to academic building which is just 30 meters away, especially student may come
down to dormitory to rest after studying late in lounge which is located in the 5th
floor of the building. Dormitory has rooms for 1,2,3,4,6, person/s, and please refer
to the lower right of this page to see the details.

BECI Dormitory Information by Floor
5F

BECI Lounge, Cafeteria, Self-Study Space

4F

Dormitory,
Connection to Entrance of
Academic Building
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3F

Dormitory

2F

Dormitory

1F

Dormitory , Gym
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DORMITORY
BUILDING

COMMUNITY
BUILDING

BECI LOUNGE, STUDENT'S DORMITORY, GYM

Equipped Facilities Rehab Training Room, Speaking Prescription Office, Managers’ Office, Teachers’ Training Room, Library
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BECI
LOUNGE
15

Provided space with panoramic view of Baguio to rest and to study,
BECI Lounge. It is located in the Dormitory building, there is a cafeteria inside where students can easily go get a bite and order a drink to
quench their thirst.

Equipped Facilities: BECI Lounge, EOP Opened Self-Study Space,
Cafeteria, Canteen, Barista Training Center.
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BECI LOUNGE
& CAFETERIA
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Room for 1 / 2 / 3A / 3B

DORMITORY
IN BECI

View from Dormitory

BECI dormitory features optimal space functionality and sheer posh. It is inspired by traditional country-style furnishing, perfectly in sync
with Baguio City’s cool climate, coupled with the comfort of modern living. BECI dormitory is definitely your home away from home.

ROOM TYPE
Room for 1 / 2 / 3A / 3B
( Room 3B has no Terrace )
Individual Desk

Room fo r 1

Room Facilities
Room, bathroom, washroom, terrace
Furniture
Single bed, individual desk,
common refrigerator

3인실 기숙사

5F BECI Lounge, Cafeteria, Self-Study Space

BECI
Dormitory
Information by
Floor
Room for 2
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4F Dormitory, Connection to
Entrance of Academic Building
3F Dormitory
2F Dormitory

Room for 3

1F Dormitory , Gym
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Room for 4 / 6 persons

Room for 2

BECI
EXTERNAL
DORMITORY
Green Valley Village is located in a very secure neighborhood,
where the external dormitory of students is located 5 minutes

Room for 4
Room for 3

away from the Academy. The external dorm is located high
above ground, has a cool natural environment with cool
breeze of air overlooking a panoramic view of Baguio -

Room Facilities
Room, bathroom

a breathtaking mountain view. Students can enjoy a quick
walk through relaxing trails nearby.

Hallway equipped

The students’ dormitory consists of rooms for two, three and

Furniture
Single bed, individual desk
(no individual desk in dormitory
for 6 persons), common refrigerator

four with separated living rooms. Bedrooms are furnished
with individual beds. Dorms are furnished with desks for each

with fire
protection facility

student and refrigerators for students to live a comfortable life

Desk in room for 4 persons

while studying.
Room for 4

Room for 6
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BECI
FACILITIES

Table Tennis, Basketball Court, Badminton Court, Volleyball Court

Canteen, Café, Dinning, Laundry Shop, Massage Shop

Canteen

Café
Table Tennis

Basketball Court

Badminton Court

Dinning

Laundry Shop
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Massage Shop

Volleyball Court
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BECI Educare
Best Academy

BECI
ACADEMY

BECI EDUCARE is a system which enables agencies and student’s parents
to gain access on their student’s profile, academic records, and BECI life.
The gathering of records start upon students arrival.
It includes enrollment, attendance, level test result, SP tests,Consultation, and etc.
Each student is given his/her own username and password to access
their account.
01
Student Information Management
The profile section contains student’s name, id, nationality,
course starting date and level.

02
Schedule Management
The CURRICULUM section contains student’s full and detailed
class schedule.

03
SP Test Video
If you scroll down the Curriculum
section you will see students' Sp
test videos. Sparta students who
enrolled for 12 weeks will have 12
videos. Semi Sparta course, TOEIC
and IELTS students will have 1 SP
video per month

04
Exam Result
Management
Students can check their test
results in this section.
25
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SEMI SPARTA PROGRAM

SPEED ESL
9hours

Curriculum

1:1 class

-Speaking / Listening

4hours

-Reading / Writing

Group class
2hours

-Class by level
-Instructional material made by
lecturer

1:1 4 hours + group 2 hours + night 3 hours
SP Test Once a Month

Night class

(For Non Sparta students Interested in taking the SP test must pay Php2000/4weeks)

-Native’s Conversation Class
-Grammar Class

3hours

-Sentence Pattern Class

BASIC
UPPER BASIC
It is a semi-Sparta program with the longest history in BECI Language Academy and also an ESL program chosen by the most number of students who
determined to have language training in The Philippines and came to BECI Language Academy. This program is an open program for beginners, intermediate, and also advanced students. Students are trained professionally with all of the modules so that students may be able to deal with English through

PRE INTERMEDIATE

Leveling

INTERMEDIATE

balanced study in each areas of the English Language namely: Speaking, Listening, Reading, and Writing.

UPPER INTERMEDIATE
ADVANCED

Registration
Condition

Class Schedule
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Minimum of 4 weeks

7 am

WAKE UP

7~8 am

BREAKFAST

8~8:50 am

SPEAKING CLASS

9~9:50 am

LISTENING CLASS

10~10:50 am

READING CLASS

11:50~1:00 pm

LUNCH

1~1:50 pm

WRITING CLASS

3~3:50 pm

ESL GROUP CLASS

4~4:50 pm

ESL GROUP CLASS

5:50~7 pm

DINNER

7~7:50 pm

NATIVE CLASS

8~8:50 pm

GRAMMAR CLASS

9~9:50 pm

PATTERN CLASS

10 pm

SLEEPING
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SPARTA PROGRAM

SPARTA ESL
11hours

1:1 class

-Speaking / Listening

5hours

-Reading / Writing / Grammar

Group class

Curriculum

3hours

-Class by level
-Instructional material made by
lecturer

1:1 5 hours + group 3 hours + night 3 hours
+ SP Test once a week and SP Class

Night class

+ one week Rehab Program

3hours

-Pronunciation Class
-Vocabulary Class
-Grammar Class

BASIC
It is a program more tightly scheduled than the normal ESL program as it is only focused on the improvement of linguistic ability from the first day until the

UPPER BASIC

last day of the student. This program is more for the passive students who basically need other’s control than the actively studying student therefore, going

PRE INTERMEDIATE

out during weekdays is not allowed. Besides, this Sparta program concentrates on correcting every single student’s speaking and gives student a chance
to correct the wrong expressions perfectly through SP program. For those who take more than 8 week training, the last one week is focused on studying

Leveling

INTERMEDIATE
UPPER INTERMEDIATE

speaking, pronunciation, and specialized class by attending Rehab (pronunciation correction) program.

ADVANCED

Registration
Condition

Class Schedule
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Minimum of 4 weeks

7 am

WAKE UP

7~8 am

BREAKFAST

8~8:50 am

SPEAKING CLASS

9~9:50 am

LISTENING CLASS

10~10:50 am

READING CLASS

11~11:50 am

WRITING CLASS

12~1 pm

LUNCH

1~1:50 pm

GRAMMAR CLASS

2~2:50 pm

ESL GROUP CLASS

3~3:50 pm

ESL GROUP CLASS

4~4:50 pm

ESL GROUP CLASS

5~5:40 pm

NIGHT CLASS

5:40~6:15 pm

DINNER

6:15~7:15 pm

NIGHT CLASS

7:15~8 pm

NIGHT CLASS

10 pm

SLEEPING
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SP Test Process
Entrance
Level Test

Intensive Speaking Prescribing Program

SPEAKING
PRESCRIPTION

SP
Level Test
(once a week)

SPClass

Consultation

Proceeding

with SP Result

Video

Video

Recording

Coding

SP

SP

Teacher’s

Teacher’s

Evaluation 1

Evaluation 1

SP TRANSCRIPTION & RESULT
SP TRANSCRIPTION & RESULT
Pronunciation

Grammar

Expression Correction

Pronunciation Correction:
A teacher in charge of
SP recording catches
the wrong pronunciation and guides to
correct pronunciation

Correct the wrong
structured sentences to an appropriate
structure

Correct the unnatural
expressions and guide to
simple expression

SP Result Sheet
Checking the improved ability during language training and catching student’s weakness (vo-

Summary

cabulary, grammar or pronunciation etc.) to help student to concentrate in a pertinent field.

Evaluation of 9 criteria items such as grammar, understanding, sentence composition, vocabulary, stress etc.

The main goal of SP is to increase the number of commonly used
Records all the processes, Methods include interview, encouraging student’s active participation

expressions, and to immediately correct the errors of the students

System

through various methods such as question and answer, picture description, and explanation of

so that they would be able to use correct expressions in every day

of Test

a topic.

conversation.
Students will be able to use correct expressions and correct pro-

A professional teacher in charge of SP transcribes the student spoken output from a recorded

nunciation immediately through this program within a week and

video and checks the errors on grammar, pronunciation, and fluency. The grades are divided

know the level of completeness of the expressions after 3 to 4

System of Evalu-

into 9 scoring categories based on an objective rating standard (based on pronunciation, stress,

weeks.

ation

intonation, vocabulary, context consistency, content accuracy, understanding of listener, accu-

The leveling of the scores of SP is set from 1 to 9. 4 to 6 refers to

rate grammar, flexible use of well-polished expression etc.). The score generated from these

intermediate level, and 7 to 9 refers to near advanced level.

categories serve as the basis of student’s level.
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SPECIAL BUSINESS
ENGLISH COURSE
9 hours
1:1 4 hours + Group 2 hours + Night 3hours

Intensive Pronunciation Prescribing Program

REHAB
PROGRAM

SBE(Special Business English Course) is a new business course in BECI The course features training in Business Letters [Cover Letter Writing,
Resume Writing, Business Correspondence] Business Vocabulary, Job Interview Skills, and Business Presentation Skills leading to better
communication skills. This course starts with a tangible approach to business English and give learners a clear goal and a sense of accomplishment at each level.

- Students who need business English in working environment.

Subject

- Students who are planning to migrate to an English speaking country, employment,
and working holiday.
- Students who wants to step into another level of English skills.

The Rehab program is BECI’s new program which solves individual student’s chronic problem, and is a special program which clearly settles ‘pronunciation’ problem known as the
greatest weakness of language training in Philippines.

- Developing Business communication skills effectively in different module such as Speaking,

Goal

Writing, Listening, Reading.
- Enhancing the ability to effectively lead business meetings and business presentations.

Grammar and Pronunciation lessons are taught by native speaker teachers –American and British.

Content

Classes are composed of less than 5 people and is done for 1 week in a given term.

Leveling

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

(Preliminary)

(Advance)

(Superior)

Basic Business English
- Common Business

Subject

Sparta student who is stressed with his/her weakness in pronunciation and grammar.

Vocabularies

Students Interested in taking the Rehab Program must pay Php2000

- Resume and Cover
Letter Writing
- Job Interview Skills

Class

Time

Remark

Intensive Business English
- Business Writing
- Understand and Talk About
Business Document
- Business Discourses

British and American teacher alternately teach one class (1hr 30min) about pronunciation and

Actual Business English
- Writing Business Letters
& Reports
- Reading & Discussing Articles
from Business Publications
- Leading Business Meetings

review with Filipino teacher (3 hrs).

8 A.M ~ 5 P.M(British/American Teacher)
7 P.M ~ 9 P.M (Filipino Teacher)

EOP(English Only Policy) during Rehab program and separate management from other students.

Curriculum

1.

SPEAKING [Business English Speaking] 2 hours / 1:1 class

2.

LISTENING [Interactive Comprehension] 1 hour / 1:1 class

3.

READING – [Business English Vocabulary and Text Comprehension] 1 hour / 1:1 class

4.

WRITING – [Business English Correspondence] 1hour / group class

5.

BUSINESS ENGLISH ACTIVITIES [Presentations, Debates, and Role Plays] 1 hour / group class
Night class applies as same as the SPEED ESL class (3 hours optional class)
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WCC
Training

FLIGHT
ATTENDANT
Night 2hours

7hours

- TOEIC Mock Test & review (2 hours)

1:1 3hours + group 2hours +

(Class with TOEIC Guaranteed course)

-OR- SPEED ESL Night Class (2 hours)

This flight attendant course is supported by WCC (World City College, the largest Aviation

- The training seminar is provided by WCC Aviation College for 3 days. A certificate is
awarded to the trainees after. The cost of the training is Php15,500. (3 days of accommodation in a 4~5 pax room sharing.)
- The trainees will learn the basics for being a cabin crew which includes the introduction to
Aviation and Airline industry, emergency evacuation, A320 jump and slide experience,
and the aviation industry standard ways in putting on make-up with Revlon trainees.

1:1 Class (3 hours)
Flight
Attendant
SPEAKING
(2 hours)
Flight
Attendant
LISTENING
(1 hour)
-ORFlight
Attendant
WRITING
(1 hour)

Group Class(2 hours)
-Enhance basic knowledge to be a cabin crew

Learn basic communication skills
Role playing and discussions about
in-flight situations

Flight
Attendant
Preparation
(1hour)

Enhance daily-life listening competencies

-Train flight attendant
related area including
understanding aviation
and airline industry,
attitude, grooming, inflight announcement

Practice situational listening while being

and interview practice.

a flight attendant

-Customized class based
Practice grammar through essay writing
Prepare resume, cover letter, and other
documents needed for job application

ESL Group
Class
(1hour)

on student’s level
-Learn useful expression
that could be used in
daily life

College) which produces the largest number of flight attendant, pilot, and aviation technician graduates in the Philippines. Students who are majoring in or graduated from flight

In 1:1 class, you could choose Listening class or writing class

attendant could prepare English interview and improve their overall English proficiency in

In night class, you could choose TOEIC Mock test and review class or ESL class.

this course. In addition to these improvements, students who didn’t have any experience in
the flight attendant field can also get certification from WCC training program.

Duration

Target

Goal

35

- 1st Period: 02.Oct.2017 ~ 22.Dec.2017 (12weeks)
- 2nd Period: 02.Apr.2018 ~ 22.Jun.2018 (12weeks)
- 3rd Period: 01.Oct.2018 ~ 21.Dec.2018 (12weeks)

-A learner who wants to improve their overall English skills while hoping to be a cabin
crew..
-Students who wish to have differentiated competitiveness in recruitment by fluent English
and flight attendant education certification, although you don’t have degree in related
area.
-Students who need to prepare for an English interview, resume and cover letter for
applying for cabin crew.

- Develop overall English communication skills required from a crew’s work.
- Have the ability to effectively lead discussions and interviews using English.
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TOEIC Guaranteed Class

TOEFL Guaranteed Class

11hours

11hours

1:1 4 hours + Group 2 hours + Night 5 hours

1:1 4 hours + Group 2 hours + Night 5hours

The TOEIC guaranteed program is coordinated by teachers with perfect official TOEIC score. This program guarantees increase in

This is a course for students who want to prepare for the TOEFL Test,this tackles comprehensive understanding of the TOEFL test,

the student’s previous official TOEIC score or entry score. The program teaches analyzing question types, test-taking strategies, and

and preparing for through mock tests. Students’ schedule could be modified according to the result of the student’s entry test,

general preparation for the TOEIC test. In this course you will be having mock test every week and keep practicing actual tests and

meaning, they could be given a schedule that could target their weakness.

vocabulary to enhance your skills.

Curriculum

TOEIC 1:1

TOEIC Group

TOEIC Night

1:1 Class

Group Class

Night Class

4 hours

2 hours

5 hours

4 hours

2 hours

5 hours

-TOEIC Speaking
-TOEIC Listening

-TOEIC Group Class

-TOEIC Reading
-TOEIC Writing

Guaranteed
Course
Condition

(Speaking and
Grammar)

-Mock Examination

Curriculum

- TOEFL Speaking

- TOEFL Mock Test

-Mock Test Review

- TOEFL Listening

- Speaking Class

- TOEFL Problem Solving

-Vocabulary/Group

- TOEFL Reading

- Listening Class

- TOEFL Vocabulary

Study

- TOEFL Writing

- Minimum of 12 weeks enrollment is required.(1 year valid official score is required)
- 700 Guarantee: TOEIC 400 above
- 900 Guarantee: TOEIC 700 above

Guaranteed
Course
Condition

- BECI TOEIC mock test could be acknowledged

- Self Study

- Minimum of 12 weeks enrollment is required.(Less than 1 year valid official score is required)
- 60 Guarantee: TOEFL 40/ TOEIC 490/ IELTS 3.5 above
- 80 Guarantee: TOEFL 60/ TOEIC 700/ IELTS 5.0 above
- 100 Guarantee: TOEFL 80/ TOEIC 860/ IELTS 6.5 above
- BECI IELTS mock test could be acknowledged

- If the student could not get the guaranteed score after the training course, the tuition fee is

Class
Regulation

100% exempted until meeting the guaranteed score. (Only charge for board and lodging)
- The guarantee condition will be canceled if student gets penalty by the regulation in academy or
the percentage of attendance is short for 95%.

Class
Regulation

- If the student could not get the guaranteed score after the training course, the tuition fee is
100% exempted until meeting the guaranteed score. (Only charge for board and lodging)
- The guarantee condition will be canceled if student gets penalty by the regulation in academy or
the percentage of attendance is short for 95%.
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IELTS Foundation &
Guaranteed Class
BECI IELTS course was famed with Academic 8.0 above teaches, high-quality materials and 100% guaranteed class. Now, it has
been upgraded with legitimate of students quantity and exclusive care.
A manager takes exclusive care from attendance checking in regular class, self study and even vocabulary test to further improve
students’ academic achievement. ‘IELTS Guaranteed class’ is open for 20 students only once in every 4week. Students under our
new ‘Foundational IELTS’ course could learn the basics of IELTS and a stepping stone before the guaranteed class. Also to get accustomed to unusual British accent and to world wide issues, we added BBC broadcasting and TED lecture Listening group class.

IELTS Foundation

IELTS Guaranteed Class

BARISTA
PROGRAM
This program, like our Business class, lasts for 4 weeks. It is 1 hour class from Mondays
to Thursdays. The English skills which they acquire from the ESL program would be

1:1 class

Group class

Night class

1:1 class

Group class

Night class

4hours

3hours

2hours

4hours

3hours

4hours

- IELTS Speaking
- IELTS Listening

- IELTS Grammar

- IELTS Reading

-Native Speaking

- IELTS Writing

Guaranteed
Course
Condition

- IELTS Listening
(BBC/TED)
- IELTS Vocabulary

- IELTS Mock Test

- IELTS Speaking
- IELTS Listening

- IELTS Grammar

- IETLS Problem

- IELTS Reading

-Native Speaking

Solving

- IELTS Writing

Subject

Those who are planning to experience working in a foreign country,
BECI will give certification to students in completing the Barista course.

- IELTS Vocabulary
-Self Study

1) Condition: Minimum of 12 weeks enrollment is required.
(Less than 1 year valid official score is required)
2) Guarantee condition
(1) 5.5 guaranteed: 4.0 official score
(2) 6.0 guaranteed: 5.0 official score
(3) 6.5 guaranteed: 6.0 official score
(4) 7.0 guaranteed: 6.5 official score
(5) Foundational IELTS: Entry Test result Foundational ~ Elementary2
3) Other information
(1) If the student has an academic score then the school will guarantee
academic score. If a student has a general score then the school guarantees
general score.
(2) The Official test will be taken after the 10 week program in Baguio’s official
testing center. If the score is not satisfactory, free tuition is provided until
the required score is achieved. (But not miscellaneous fees such as
dormitory accommodation, visa extension and others.)
(3) Official IELTS test expenses is provided.
(4) Entry date of IELTS could be found in homepage.(1/month)
(5) The guarantee condition will be canceled if student gets penalty by the
regulation in academy or the percentage of attendance is short for 95%.
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put into practice and they would be certified after their Barista demonstration.

Program

1st week
INTRODUCTION
OF BARISTA
TRAINING
PROGRAM
2nd, 3rd week
PRACTICE
SESSION
IN TRAINING CENTER

Introduction on different Working Holidays Jobs
Waiter, Room attendant, Housekeeping Service,
Bartending (food and beverage), Barista
Espresso Preparation
How to prepare and serve coffee beverages, Performing
the basic maintenance of machines and equipment

4th eek

Espresso, Americano, and Cappuccino making (1-8oz),

ON-THE-JOB-

Creating Professional Resume, Tips and Guides for the

TRAINING

Job Interview

This course requires additional fee of Php 6,000 .
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BECI
OUTREACH
The learned English from BECI,
Much different level,

200% apply through activities

Activities in Baguio!

BECI
ACTIVITY

BECI Language Academy guides students to improve their English
ability through activities and interaction with people. The main platform for BECI students in sharing their talents through the ‘Outreach
Program’. With this program, BECI students get to improve their
practical English by being an active participant in cooperative and
collaborative activities with local high schools and universities as they
share their talents in their given field through lectures, presentations
and /or demonstrations. With the guidance of a coach, speaking skills
for negotiation and discussion, and question and answer are acquired.
Recently, a ‘Cooking for a Cause’, a cooking class, was held with Baguio local children. Here BECI students get to showcase their traditional
food, use English in their cooking class, and feed local children.

Surfing, World Cultural Heritage Expedition,
and Horse-Back Riding Experience!
Fantastic activity spots are hidden near
and around Baguio City, Philippines.
Let’s Hit the Road!
Surfing experience in San Fernando beach located less than two hours away from Baguio City by car; Banaue where you can witness the beauty
of the Rice Terraces; Trekking and caving experience in Sagada; Travel to Vigan and experience influences of the Spanish culture and architecture.

Take a Walk!
Students may play golf at the World-class Country Club Golf Course; Do horse-back riding, and camping at the outskirts of Baguio City. Also students may enjoy a lot of activities inside BECI with an environment of sports experience.
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Licensing Certificates

Regulation
These regulations written on the brochure are limited in registration/refund, please refer to the distributed regulation handbook.
Sign-up for regulation is done during the local orientation.
[Registration Regulation]
- Registration fee, $100 is not refundable. Tuition fee and dormitory fee must be fully paid 4 weeks before
the opening of the course
- For the extension of training, fill out the application form before 4 weeks and fully pay before 2 weeks.
- Tuition fee and dormitory fee are impossible to be carried-forward and transferred.

Materials for Training

Preliminary Proceedings

-Insurance: Bringing study abroad insurance policy

Consultation
for Training

- If more than 2 or 3 weeks left before the day of departure, all the payments are refundable except the registration fee. If less than 3
Registration

- If student stops the training during training due to personal issue or training term is more than 8 weeks left, 60% of left term is

[Materials for Study]

[Others]

weeks left before the day of departure, all the payments are refundable except entrance fee and penalty($200). If less than 1 week
left before the day of departure, all the payments are refundable except entrance fee and penalty($300)

-Credit card: Master card, Visa card etc.

-Dictionary, writing utensils, vocabulary/grammar book

- Training schedule delay and change are possible only when there are more than 3 weeks left before the day of departure.
If not ,change in term and changing of schedule is impossible.

[Materials for Departure]
-Passport, round-trip ticket

[Refund Regulation]

refundable. If less than 8 weeks left, 50% of left term is refundable. If less than 4 weeks left, it is not refundable.

Training

Registration

fee Remittance

fee Remittance

- Refund process must be requested to academy manager as a written statement 1 week before leaving, BECI head office remit to
an assigned account of trainee 4 weeks after the end of a program.

-Prepare 110v adaptor for electric products
(furnished 220V inside dormitory)
- Mousse, hair spray, knife, and nail cutter are banned items inside the airplane, and put them inside the checked baggage.
- Must unwrap the newly bought thing due to the possibility of laying a tax
on it.

Check
of materials
for training

Orientation
/ Departure

*Regulation handbook written with detail regulations is distributed
in the time of entrance in local area, and sign-up for these regulations is required.
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